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The Sundial House Group is offering another series of interesting events within its 2019
Programme. The foundation of the group’s international service work is the highly regarded
correspondence training course in creative meditation. Worldwide, creative meditation working
with the values and qualities of the soul, is recognised as the spiritual companion to the ‘self
realising’ psychology known as psychosynthesis.

The Sundial House Group Correspondence Training
Course in Creative Meditation
Meditation is an ancient spiritual practice. There is a wide and varied
selection of different meditative approaches.
A simple description of meditation is that it is focused attentive thinking.
Fundamentally meditation is a transformational practice that brings the
soul into relationship with its personality. It is a gradual process that brings about a refreshing
attitude to one’s inner and outer life. Soul consciousness can be considered as a field of
evolving personal wisdom that is acquired through the experience of daily living.
Creative Meditation is an approach that uses our innate skills to imagine, plan and develop
positive ideas and projects with the intention of bringing them into being. The Group for
Creative Meditation works with the six natural qualities and values of the soul that are
foundational to the establishment of goodwill and right relations within humanity and thereby all
kingdoms of nature. ‘Right’ here is taken to mean a common purpose, intention and goal that
benefits the Whole.
In The Three Year Training Course in Group Creative Meditation
Each student works with support and encouragement.
Study papers are received every two months throughout the year.
The First Course covers the basic components of creative meditation.
The Second and Third Courses build on these basic skills and focuses on care in meditation
and the techniques for personal and planetary renewal.
Students and Co-workers throughout the world focus on six seed ideas [that are also known
as the six Laws and Principles of the Soul] sequentially during the year, giving two
months consideration to each: right relations, goodwill, group endeavour, unanimity,
spiritual approach and essential divinity.
The Sundial House Group & The International Group for Creative Meditation is a Registered
Charity. The new round of training begins on 21 December each year. A charge is made for
the delivery of these courses. If you are interested, visit www.creativegroupmeditation.org or
contact sundialcentre@tbtinternet.com Cost supplied on application.
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A Sundial Centre Re-Treat 25 - 27 January 2019
The Nature of The Soul – Study Intensive Retreat
‘Knowledge distilled into Wisdom’
Facilitator: Janet & Paul Derwent
Venue: Sundial Centre, TN33 0NE, East Sussex, UK
Registering from 3.30pm for a 4.30pm start on Friday 25 January
until 3.00pm Sunday 27 January 2019
Residential Fee = £95
price includes full board, refreshments, vegetarian lunches & dinners.
[please make your own arrangements if you have special dietary needs]
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